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Editorial
Foreword
The Sixth International Colloquium onGraphs andOptimization (GOVI) was held on August 19–23, 2007, at theWellness
Hotel—Kurhaus in Cademario, in the Italian-speaking part of Switzerland. Over the years, the GO meetings have become
the ideal place to celebrate birthday anniversaries of distinguished colleagues with an extremely active research career in
operations research, more specifically in the fields of graph theory and combinatorial optimization. Exactly 15 years after
the first GO meeting, GO VI was held to honor again Thomas M. Liebling and Dominique de Werra, at the occasion of their
65th birthdays. More than 50 participants came from 10 different countries to pay tribute to these two inspiring colleagues.
The most memorable event of the meeting was undoubtedly the entertaining banquet during which the participants had
the opportunity to express to both honorees their admiration and deep friendship.
The scientific activitywas intense, including two very captivating plenary talks given by TomandDominique aswell as 33
communications. Most of the papers in this special issuewere presented at GO VI, or arose from discussions and interactions
during the meeting. They cover a broad range of research topics, including graph coloring, scheduling, and new algorithmic,
theoretical, and complexity issues in graph theory.
GO VI was organized by Luca Maria Gambardella (Istituto Dalle Molle di Studi sull’Intelligenza Artificiale), Alain
Hertz (École Polytechnique de Montréal), Bernard Ries (École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne), and Marino Widmer
(Université de Fribourg). The organizers here express their gratitude to the following Swiss organizations, whose support
made the event possible: the SVOR/ASRO (Swiss Operational Research Society), the PTL (Piano dei Trasporti del Luganese),
the CUSO (Conférence Universitaire de Suisse Occidentale), and the IDSIA (Istituto Dalle Molle di Studi sull’Intelligenza
Artificiale) and its spin-off company AntOptima.
All papers in this special issue passed a careful refereeing process. We want to express our appreciation to the reviewers
for their insightful and generally timely reports. We also thank the authors for the quality of their contributions.
Many thanks also to Professor Endre Boros, Editor-in-Chief, and to Katie D’Agosta and the staff of Discrete Applied
Mathematics, for their invaluable support and assistance.
The Wellness Hotel—Kurhaus is located in a walkers’ paradise. Because of the rainy weather, many participants opted
for the fabulous indoor pool and sauna/steam room complex. Hence, in one way or another, everybody got wet. An Italian
proverb however says that ‘‘Sposa bagnata, sposa fortunata,’’ whichmeans that a wet bride is a lucky bride.We are therefore
convinced that the water that surrounded us during this week is a sign that Tom’s and Dominique’s lives will be long and
filled with happiness, success, and good health.
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